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Oil rig in Saudi Arabia to become spectacular offshore theme park for adrenal... (7)
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An oil rig in Saudi Arabia is to be transformed into a spectacular offshore theme park for adrenaline junkies and tourist resort called ?The Rig?.  The Rig in the Arabian Gulf will become a huge 150,000 square meter ?extreme park? have rollercoaster rides, adrenaline-pumping activities like bungee jumping and skydiving.  It will also have a giant ferris wheel, three hotels and 11 world-class restaurants - including one underwater - spread over connected platforms and is described as ?the world?s first tourism destination inspired by offshore oil platforms?.  Guests will access The Rig by cruise ship or helicopter, while gondolas will run between the platforms and submarine rides will take thrill-seekers down to explore the depths.  The Rig will be funded by Saudi Arabia?s Public Investment Fund (PIF), which says: ?This project is a unique tourism attraction, expected to attract tourists from around the world.?  There is currently no official opening date, but it is part of the long-term Saudi Vision 2030 strategy, which aims to make Saudi Arabia a top international tourism destination.  *BYLINE: Public Investment Fund/Mega.  25 Oct 2021  Pictured: Oil rig in Saudi Arabia to become a spectacular offshore theme park for adrenaline junkies and tourist resort called ?The Rig?. *BYLINE: Public Investment Fund/Mega.  Photo credit: Public Investment Fund/Mega    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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